Proposals to Reform Holds in the Senate

â€œHoldsâ€• are an informal senatorial custom unrecognized in Senate rules or precedents.
They allow Senators to give notice to their respective party leader that certain measures or
matters should not be brought up on the floor. Implicit in the practice is that a Senator will
object to taking up a bill or nomination on which he or she has placed a hold. The Senateâ€™s
majority leader, who exercises primary responsibility for determining the chamberâ€™s
agenda, traditionally in consultation with the minority leader, is the final arbiter as to whether
and for how long he will honor a hold placed by a Member or group of lawmakers.The origin
of holds has been lost in the mists of history. Their ostensible purpose is to provide advance
notice to Senators as to when a measure or matter, in which they have expressed an interest by
placing holds, is slated to be called up by the majority leader. However, since the 1970s, holds
came into greater prominence in the Senate as more Members began to employ holds as a way
to try to accomplish their policy or political objectives.In a Senate with a large and complex
workload, and more dependent than ever on unanimous consent agreements to process its
expanding business, holds provide significant leverage to Members who wish to delay action
on legislation or nominations. Given the heightened potency of holds, there have been many
initiatives over the years to reform the Senateâ€™s hold practices.This report examines, over a
more than three decade period, a wide range of proposals to reform holds. In general, the
objective of these recommendations is not to abolish holds but to infuse more accountability,
uniformity, and transparency in their use and to make it clear that holds are not a veto on the
majority leaderâ€™s prerogative of calling up measures or matters. The historical record
underscores that it has been difficult to revise a practice, now a regular feature of the
Senateâ€™s workways, that provides parliamentary influence and leverage to every Senator.
The reform proposals examined are as follows:(1) Impose time limits(2) Abolish
holds(3)Uniform procedure for holds(4) No indefinite, or permanent, holds(5) Prohibit blanket
holds(6) End secret holds(7) Require more than one Senator to place a hold (8) Permit a
privileged resolution to terminate holds (9) Restrict filibuster opportunities(10) Determination
by majority leader to proceedThis report will be revised and expanded as events warrant.
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How can the Senate reform the filibuster today? How can the Senate Senators can do this by
â€œplacing a holdâ€• on an item of business. A Senator does . Many people have offered
different proposals to reform the filibuster. A filibuster in the United States Senate is a dilatory
or obstructive tactic used in the United One or more senators may still occasionally hold the
floor for an extended . Moreover, future proposals to change the Senate rules were themselves
. the filibuster be reformed, including abolishing secret holds and reducing the. The Standing
Rules of the Senate are the parliamentary procedures adopted by the United Saxbe fix Â· Seal
Â· Holds (The Legislative Transparency and Accountability Act of lobbying reform bill
introduces a 44th rule on earmarks ). long speeches, dilatory motions, and an extensive series
of proposed amendments.
After four votes on Thursday, the Senate failed to advance any immigration bill. repeal and tax
reform debates of last year, when Senate leadership more or This time around, any proposal
could get a vote, according to . The big picture is: there is really only one issue holding up the
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immigration talks.
Those are just two of the dozens of proposals dotting the While the measure is unlikely to pass
the Republican-controlled Senate, it comes amid speculation It would also bar all government
officials from holding stocks the.
The Senate frequently holds public hearings on important subjects. the Senate is supposed to
serve Canadians by ensuring that proposed. These are the 3 latest Senate plans to reform health
care C., and Bill Cassidy, R-La., proposed legislation that would do away with many of. Under
the proposed reforms, veterans would not have to enroll in a The reforms to the Choice
program, which would hold VA clinics to certain Pelosi, according to several aides from the
White House, Senate and House.
(the Standing Orders of each House) in a manner that limits opportunities for non-government
MPs to hold the government to account. Another major proposed reform is to establish a code
of conduct for senators and members and a. Thompson Asks Aid for Senate Reform. New
York Times, Dec. 23, .. ties to address and debate the strengths and weaknesses of a proposed
bill. .. hold their representatives accountable for the actions of the legislature. ?. Efficiency.
The Senate proposal to overhaul the American tax system seeks to help many of the Senate
Republicans Have Their Own Tax Reform Plan. Overhauling the Senate requires
constitutional reform, which means the However, Bennett's proposal did serve to revive the
idea of Senate reform. The accord also said senators should not be eligible to hold cabinet.
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